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Algorithms are the secret sauce of internet companies. They are
getting better and better at predicting and influencing human
behaviour. This will drive the growth of e-commerce like nothing
else, writes Shelley Singh
No two people in a city logging on to shopping portal snapdeal.com
will see the same home page. What they see will be crafted live by
what they like, things they plan to buy, what their friends might
have bought or what people with similar profiles might have
bought.
One person going on a holiday to Thailand may see snorkelling
gear on the home page and another researching to buy a laptop is
likely to see deals for the same.
The man responsible to ensure that 25 million plus registered users
of snapdeal.com get too see an individually and intelligently
customised portfolio of offerings on the home page is Amitabh
Misra, vice president, engineering. He and his team of 50 engineers
(total IT team is about 500) write algorithms that soak up user
data and present what they believe are the right products for the
right people.
Algorithms have played a crucial role in Snapdeal's sales
increasing--35-40% of its sales are driven by algorithm, compared
to less than 15% a year back.
“In the real world, a camera buyer won't enter a shoe shop,“ says
Misra. The simple goal of extremely complex algorithms is to
understand buyer behaviour every nano second and spew out
products that he is most likely to buy.
From global giants like Facebook to Amazon, local etailers Snapdeal
to Flipkart, start-ups Zomato to Socialcops, this piece of code, the
now ubiquitous algorithm is becoming one of the most important
tools to manage scale of operations, speed of execution and
complexity of human nature.
The more time millions of people use smart devices to search the
Internet for jobs, shop online, pay bills, search for information,
look for directions, play virtual games or simply look, the more
digital foot prints they leave behind. Algorithms are relentlessly picking up these prints, and
synthesising them to present you with intelligently customised choices. Eventually, algorithms may
be able to predict and pre-empt your online behaviour even better than yourself.
“35-40% of sales on snapdeal are driven by the algorithm,“ says Misra. “The code is better in
predictive marketing than humans.“
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India's e-commerce market is tipped to grow from $11 billion in FY14 to $20 billion FY15.
Algorithms will set the pace of growth.
Adds Ganesh Ramamoorthy, research vice president, Gartner: “Algorithms are moving from the
back-end (helping companies manage inventory) to the front-end (helping companies decide what
products and services users are likely to avail of.)“ Globally, app-based taxi service provider Uber
uses algorithm to determine periods of surge pricing. In an interview with ET, before Uber's
services were banned in Delhi, Neeraj Singhal, country manager, India & sub-continent, said:
“Using algorithms, Uber is able to optimize downtime, ensuring drivers get more trips and also get
a better picture of peak demand, to help get more cabs on roads and ease supply constrain in real
time.“ With Uber's only three managers per city staffing policy, to do this manually would have
been impossible.
Algorithms can process tons of more data compared to most humans to arrive at smarter
decisions. To understand behaviour of 35 million odd online shoppers manually, an e-tailer would
need a workforce larger than the Indian army and still not be sure whether they got it right.
“That complexity is best left to the code,“ says Rajesh Janey, president India & SAARC, EMC, a $23
billion storage solutions provider. “Algorithms have the potential to simplify our task. They have
been used by brokers and traders in stock markets -to take buy and sell calls in milli seconds.
They are now jumping to consumer areas.
It's basically big data analytics in real time, which individual humans won't be capable of doing,“
he adds.
Adds Rajeev Rastogi, director, machine learning, Amazon India: “Information aggregated by
algorithm helps deliver a personalized experience. Retail business needs to order right amount of
quantity and able to predict correctly. Algorithms help us do that.“ At the world's largest social
media site Facebook, algorithms are replacing humans in deciding what news in its NewsFeed
feature do 1.35 billion global users (110 million in India) get to read. A user interested in golf
might get updates on how Tiger Woods is faring in his comeback rather than the finer details of
Virat Kohli's back-to-back centuries in the first test match that India lost against Australia.
Facebook engineer Greg Marra leads the team behind its NewsFeed algorithm. In an interaction
with New York Times, Marra says that a human editor for each individual would be ideal, “but it's
not realistic to do that at scale for every person on the planet.“ The goal of Facebook's NewsFeed
algorithm called EdgeRank is to identify what users most enjoy, and its results vary around the
world. For instance in India, broadly Facebook believes users like to share the ABCDs or astrology,
Bollywood, cricket and divinity.
“What you do helps determine what you see,“ says a spokesperson from Facebook's NewsFeed
team. “If you like something, you will see more of it and if you hide something you will see less of
it.“


Data Enriches the Code

Making that decision is the algorithm -a pre-automated set of procedures to help achieve a task.
But to achieve a goal pushing right ads to right users, automatically send promotional mails or
delivering the right in formation -algorithms feed on data. “We look for signals that certain content
might be interesting to someone -such as what kind of stories they have commented on and what
stories they have shared with friends. These signals are proxies for relevance,“ says the Facebook
spokesperson. This data collection is not limited to a single site that a user goes to -but scales up
into creating users' social graphs, by picking up data across the users browsing habits. For
instance, you may search for Langkawi on Google for your next holiday, look at air fares to the
destination on makemytrip.com and end up getting more holiday options when you next visit
Facebook or get binocular and beach wear sellers on the home page of snapdeal.com, with the
site's algorithm anticipating that's the right gear to take to Langkawi.
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Says Misra of snapdeal.com: “We generate one terra byte of data daily on user behaviour,
compared to 10 gb per day a year back. This data includes what a user searched for, age, gender,
and location, what the person does on a site and so on. The number crunching is done by a
proprietary code and that output makes the experience better each time you visit the site. Much
like search engine works--matching keywords to what you might be looking for.“
Adds Roy Cherian, co-founder & CEO, Marketelligent, a data analytics startup: “Algorithms
improve your chances versus random marketing.“
At snapdeal.com, an algo rithm even decides which courier out of the 25 plus cou rier companies
on its rolls is best suited to deliver a pack et to a destination. “This is based on past behavior and
user rankings (on efficiency of delivering a packet on time, in proper condition) --which are
matched automatically.
Package routing is via algorithms,“ says Misra. The feature viewed also-viewed is done using
algorithms. “People with similar profiles (say oil & gas engineers, 35-40 year old, working on
offshore rigs) will get the same stuff to see. It's an algorithm which matches people with similar
profiles,“ he adds.
Companies use Hadoop technology to process big data--developed by a Yahoo engineer in 2005,
Hadoop is an open source software for processing large data--of the order of terabyte and
petabytes. On top of Hadoop, companies run specific, proprietary applications or algorithms to
achieve specific output--like professional networking site LinkedIn uses to match job openings with
candidates who are likely to be interested in it. Or even credit card companies that use algorithms
to detect frauds--like tracking unusual behaviour based on users' spending history.


Start-ups Need Scale to Use Algorithms

The algorithm works best if the scale is large--that is data collected is large. “We are at the
beginning stage of use of algorithms. It's level 1 with accuracy of 45-50%. At level 5 we could get
to 98% plus accuracy. We will get to that that accuracy by crunching more and more data,“ says
Ramamoorthy of Gartner.
Adds Sandeep Ladda, India technology lead, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC): “It is an evolving
space that's helping companies like Facebook deliver a personalized newspaper to users. Accuracy
is high compared to walk in customers at physical stores, where retailers don't have much clue
unless the shopkeeper knows him personally.“
But accuracy depends on the quantum of data. That's where start-ups find it difficult to use them
in a meaningful way. “It's early days for us,“ says Bipin Preet Singh, founder, Mobikwik, a mobile
wallet. “We are collecting data and learning about user behaviour, transactions and ticket size. But
we are investing in creating those hooks to understand user patterns.“ Mobikwik founded in 2009
has 10 million users and collects 2-3 gb of data daily. Data collected is small, compared to
established e-commerce companies like snapdeal.com.
Adds Varun Banka, co-founder, social cops, a Delhi based start-up, “We are getting base data
ready in three areas-education, healthcare and public information. But our scale is small--about
two million data points. The more data you have the better output will it give.“ Much like an
election exit poll survey--accuracy improves as scale of data becomes large--running into
terabytes rather than giga bytes.


Man-Machine Play

While algorithms manage scale very well--sending NewsFeeds to 1.4 billion Facebook users or
providing recommendations based on user profiles to shoppers online, they may not work in all
situations. These include new product launches, running a flash sale and first time visitors to a
site. Simply because a new product or a fist time visitor has no past data.
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“Every event can't be predicted,“ says Rastogi of Amazon. “In stock markets, it's difficult to predict
the future based solely on past data.
Algorithms can find general trends and give personal recommendations. Machines can sift through
billions of records in milliseconds, but can't understand natural language. Eventually, it's a
combination of man and machine.“ Adds Ladda: “limitation is the human touch. Algorithms
address scale issues, but could throw up false positives.“ For example a shopping site might send
a catalogue of gym equipment, if you simply browsed on workout stuff, but may not want to buy
the gear.
Says Singh of Mobikwik: “Algorithms won't replace human judgment--lot of decisions will be left to
manual verification. For example, what looks like a suspicious activity based on a credit card users
past history, might be a genuine, fresh, first time transaction. Though, this in turn will be fed back
into the machine to update users' histories.“
At LinkedIn, the use of algorithms takes a blended man-machine approach. “We want to solve a
problem at scale, so the machine part becomes important, but how do you get human judgment,“
asks Nishant Rao, managing director, LinkedIn India. “An algorithm will send content, say an
article only to people it believes might be interested in it. But someone interested in healthcare
might also be interested in cameras and cars. We can't leave everything to algorithms.“
Rao, however, adds algorithms are self-learning, self-thinking and translate clicks to intelligence.
“If I click a lot on leadership, the algorithm is seeing that I have a higher interest in leadership
topics and pushes relevant content. But to eliminate or reduce false positive, you need human
intervention. There are aspects of judgment and nuances that systems can't fully comprehend.“
The big limitation of algorithm believes Janey of EMC is, “it cannot create but only learn.“
In any case, algorithm will be better than a random solution. “The power we are see ing in new
technologies will eventually make the limitations of algorithms reduce,“ believes Rao.


Algorithms: The Next Battle Ground

As more people flock to shops on their smartphones, companies are going out of the way to get
algorithms which targets users with precision and at scale. So confident is Amazon about its
algorithms that last year it filed for a patent shipping system designed to cut delivery times by
predicting what buyers are going to buy before they buy it.
Even before you place an order, say for shaving foam and blades, it will be packed and ready to be
shipped, as the algorithm studies past behaviour and accurately times when you need
replenishment.
The next battleground for Facebook, Google, Amazon, Microsoft, LinkedIn, Twitter, Snapdeal,
Flipkart, Jabong et al is the algorithm--and they are either developing in house or buying startups
in the space. Below are some recent deals: Professional networking site LinkedIn bought Pulse in
2013 for $90 million -content by global influencers syncs up with algorithm to determine the right
target audience.
LinkedIn boughtB2B digit al marketing company Bizo in August 2014 for $175 million to serve
more relevant ads to LinkedIn users. Bizo's algorithm reaches out to prospects with precision and
at scale.
Google paid $500 million for DeepMind, a London based artificial intelligence start-up in January
2014. DeepMind builds learning algorithms for simulations, e-commerce and games.
Snapdeal.com acquired Wishpicker, whose algorithm offers users gift options based on intelligent
recommendations
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In Dec 2013, Flipkart co-founder Binny Bansal invested in Giviter, a gift recommendation platform-using algorithms to recommend what gifts people can give Microsoft will roll out Cortana, a digital
assistant, which can automatically make reminders, sync up with Bing to answer user queries,
provide restaurant recommendations based on your tastes and more.


How Algorithms Shape Your Life

What you Search:

Online search results keep improving as an algorithm monitors your interests, habits, keywords
and throws up best options


What you Buy:

If you searched for smartphones, asked friends on social media about models to look at and next
visit a web-store, you will get smartphone options on the home page of an e-commerce site you
visit


What you Read:

If you read a lot about leadership, chances are you will get pushed lot more on the topic on
LinkedIn


Recommendations:

If you like books & frequently buy them, you are likely to get a mail on 500 must read books from
Flipkart. An algorithm tries to gauge your interest by matching people with similar profiles and
recommends things that users with similar profiles bought


Jobs:

A mid-career Merchant Navy Captain gets pushed job options on land like consultancy or teaching
as an algorithm believes the Captain is done with sailing, looking at career graphs of similar
professionals. Or an industry expert at McKinsey, PwC, Gartner gets job options to work within
industry he consults


Understand you Online:

Algorithms pick up information from images, text, videos whenever you visit Facebook, YouTube,
Twitter, Amazon, Flipkart etc and try and understand what you want


Advantages & Disadvantages of Algorithms

UPSIDES

Best Way to Manage Scale:
If snapdeal and Flipkart needed to understand all online shoppers (about 30 million) customers,
their team size would be bigger than the Indian army. Instead, engineering teams (around 500
people) write algorithms to achieve specific tasks
Cut Time & Cost:
At Facebook, a small team of engineers decide what its more than one billion users get to read, as
the task is done, real time by algorithms
Real-time Decision Making:
Enables web stores to change home page real time, based on user habits
Better than a Random
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Solution: It's smart, intelligent


DOWNSIDES

False Positives:
A one-off search or a comment on social media, say on lingerie or women's issues results in
mailers on women's fashion in your inbox, items you may not be interested in
Algorithmic Cruelty:
Algorithms automatically pick up information, and are not sensitive to individual users. For
example, Facebook's year-end feature `year in review', forced a user to revive the horror of losing
his child earlier in the year
Can Learn but Can't Create:
Algorithms learn user habits based on past habits, but can't create something new
Only as Good as Data:
Raw material is data and lack of data will throw up false positives
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